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who knows maybe this guy was just fed up too whatever his motive i m sure he was justified and i am enjoying this moment because this is how a revolution begins  
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Posts: 22,703

 Re: Arizona State Rep Gabby Giffords, shot at political event

Quote:

Originally Posted by Cassandera 

What's inadequate about it.. and in your opinion what WOULD be adequate?

This, for starters:

Cassandera

Account Inactive

Quote:

Originally Posted by GodOnEarth 

Because of this attitude we will lose.

It's always the same with events like these. Some complete schizo whackjob who wouldn't know White Nationalism if it bit

him in the ass decides to blow some people away, and then the resident toxoids come out and start cheering about what a

wonderful thing it all is. Of course, I always want to say that if it's such a fantastic idea to go out and starting putting bullets

in the heads of judges and members of Congress and 9-year-old girls, why aren't YOU out doing it instead of talking big from

behind your keyboard?

The only attitude sure to make us lose is one in which we sit here like Israelis cheering on death and suffering, even that of

children. We've got hundreds and hundreds of visitors to this thread, and I think it should be made clear that White

Nationalism has NOTHING to do with cheering on or supporting psychotic murderers. Any real White Nationalist would be

embarrassed by some of what's been said in this thread.

Case in point:

Quote:

Originally Posted by AURICK THE GREAT WHITE ELF

Who knows maybe this guy was just fed up too, whatever his motive I'm sure he was justified and I am enjoying this

moment because this is how a revolution begins people, and it's funny. I'm going to celebrate!
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__________________

Great joy to him who fights on although all shores seem barren and his mind has neither gods nor hope.
John Law
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 Re: Arizona State Rep Gabby Giffords, shot at political event

From Tea Party Express Chairman Amy Kremer in Arizona:

These heinous crimes have no place in America, and they are especially grievous when committed against our elected

officials.

Statement From Tea Party Express on Arizona Shooting - Truthdig

Personally I HATE it when people put the lives of politicians above the lives of the people they claim to represent.

For me, the worst part of all of this is the 9 year old that was shot and killed, a kid who was dragged to this event with no

choice and was murdered for no reason.

I don't think murders are "especially grievous" or worse when they are committed against politicians rather than random

people like convenience store clerks or factory workers or soccer moms - but that's just me.

__________________

http://www.adl.org/main_Extremism/ra...ons=sHeading_2

In July 2008, "Deegan," a white supremacist posting on Stormfront, suggested that under McCain, the U.S. military would

be used by Israel to conduct activities similar to those of Hezbollah. "Deegan" argued that "McCain is a de facto Israeli and

would use the USA military for Israeli goals in the same manner that Iran uses Hezbollah."
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 Re: Arizona State Rep Gabby Giffords, shot at political event

With as many members and guests as we have following this thread, can we PLEASE stay on topic and stay civil???

Sarcasm and jest are not needed here. References to lizard people, etc. are just silly. We need to maintain serious civil

discourse in this thread and in all of the Newslinks forum.

__________________

NCOAL Blog

Blood and Honor Colorado

White Nationalist Ancestral Artist

Nationalist Coalition Online Store

UrdGeist Kindred

Ice Age Columbus

White Scholarship

Sustainable Living

Stormfront Policy on Jews

Stop the Hate

Support Terry Tremaine, and All Truthspeaking Political Prisoners held captive by ZOG.

See you in Valhalla, John Law.

 May 9, 2008.
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 Re: Arizona State Rep Gabby Giffords, shot at political event

Quote:

After explaining his opposition to what he calls “treasonous laws,” he goes on to write, “In conclusion, reading the

second United States Constitution, I can’t trust the current government because of the ramifications: The

government is implying mind control and brainwash on the people by controlling grammar.” He continues “No! I

won’t pay debt with a currency that’s not backed by gold and silver! No! I won’t trust in God!”

In early October, Laughner allegedly posted an eerie video in which he, wearing a trash bag and a hoodie and a giant

mask, sets an American flag on fire, with the song “Bodies” by Drowning Pool playing in the background.

http://www.newsweek.com/2011/01/09/j...d-shooter.html
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 Giffords Jewish Staffer Gabe Zimmerman Among The Dead

Quote:

Gabe Zimmerman, Rep. Gabrielle Giffords director of community outreach, is among the dead from the Arizona

shooting, Giffords’ office confirmed to Politico Saturday night.

Zimmerman was 30, and had been on Giffords’ staff since 2007.

Zimmerman was among 24 employees currently employed by the congresswoman, according to House salary

disclosure information posted on Legistorm.com. The site listed Zimmerman as deputy scheduler as of the end of

September.

The Yeshiva World Giffords Jewish Staffer Gabe Zimmerman Among The Dead « » Frum Jewish News
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 Re: Arizona State Rep Gabby Giffords, shot at political event

Yes, ma'am. (serious post). 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Lycia 

With as many members and guests as we have following this thread, can we PLEASE stay on topic and stay civil???

Sarcasm and jest are not needed here. References to lizard people, etc. are just silly. We need to maintain serious

civil discourse in this thread and in all of the Newslinks forum.
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 Gabrielle Giffords Shot in the Head

Quote:
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Giffords, 40, is a member of the powerful Committee on Armed Services, on the Committee on Foreign Affairs and

the Committee on Science and Technology. A third-generation Arizonan, she is part of the fiscally conservative Blue

Dog and New Democrat coalitions.

She is a vocal advocate for renewable energy, particularly solar energy, and has said improving security along the

U.S.-Mexico border is among her top priorities. She is also a supporter of Israel, and is considered a safe pro-Israel

vote in the House.

Giffords’ Jewish roots run deep. As the Forward reported, back in 2006, her paternal grandfather, the son of a

Lithuanian rabbi, was born Akiba Hornstein. He changed his name, first to Gifford Hornstien and later to Gifford

Giffords, apparently to shield himself from anti-Semitism out West.

Gabrielle Giffords Shot in the Head
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 Re: Arizona State Rep Gabby Giffords, shot at political event

So this Jared guy was not a Tea Party member, a WN, not even a Centrist.

The article states:

A 22-year-old woman in Arizona, Caitie Parker, claimed on her Twitter feed that she went to high school and college with the

gunman, and was in a band with him. She described his politics in the past as "left wing, quite liberal, & oddly obsessed with

the 2012 prophecy." She also described him as having a lot of friends "until he got alcohol poisoning in '06" and dropped out

of school. "Mainly loner very philosophical."

Loughner: I can't trust the government - U.S. news - Crime & courts - msnbc.com
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 Re: Arizona State Rep Gabby Giffords, shot at political event

Quote:

Originally Posted by Deegan 

Personally I HATE it when people put the lives of politicians above the lives of the people they claim to represent.

For me, the worst part of all of this is the 9 year old that was shot and killed, a kid who was dragged to this event

with no choice and was murdered for no reason.

I don't think murders are "especially grievous" or worse when they are committed against politicians rather than

random people like convenience store clerks or factory workers or soccer moms - but that's just me.

I agree totally. I also hate when government officials are referred to as "public servants" as if these folks running around

like Mother Teresa.
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 Re: Arizona State Rep Gabby Giffords, shot at political event

Well, guys, I think it's true that he is 'of the left', although I have to say that if all of our opposition was of his calibre, we

would never have any problems with them. It's precisely because they are not all totally wackadoo that we have the

problems with them that we do. 

On the other hand, it's also true that he was 'of the lunatic'. He's walking, talking (. . . or is he? Has he actually talked in any

of his videos? I haven't seen it, but then I haven't watched all of them. Even given his place in this event, I still can't seem to

get interested enough in them to watch those worthless vids he made . . . ), video-posting, proof that there is an

intersection between the set of all leftists and the set of all people probably needing both heavy medication and

institutionalisation for their mental problems.

So, I think we probably ought to narrow down the discussion to something like "Is he a nutcase leftist, or is he a leftist

nutcase?", or at least that's what you should do if you don't think that that's a distinction without a difference. 

__________________
Addressing filth.|You can't relate to everybody, so please use your ignore list.|Being a white nationalist means being white, wanting to preserve the white race, and behaving in a manner
consistent with that goal!|Every time you watch television, the jew takes a dump in your soul.|We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white children! |Many who disagree with

us point to our Stormfront avatars, and I can't say I blame them; after all, just look at mine, it's the most unbelievably terrifying avatar of all!!!|An incredibly fascinating book review!!!| Negroes

In Negroland|Another incredibly fascinating book review!!!|Jews throw sulfuric acid in people's faces.|Jewery is a great vampire squid wrapped around the face of humanity, relentlessly jamming

its blood funnel deep into the hearts of even the most innocent goyim, whereupon it drains them of their very souls.|Race is not a social construct; society is a racial construct.
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